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Previous experimental and computational investigations into the (thio) boracite 
family of materials have shown promisingly high ionic conductivities within stable 
framework structures, which has motivated the computational investigation of an 
extended family of (thio) boracite materials presented in this work.  In addition to 
the three compositions based on published literature, Li4B7O12Cl [1,2], Li4Al3B4O12Cl 
[3,4], and Li6B7S13I [5], we have included five newly predicted compositions for a total 
of eight (thio) boracite materials to investigate: Li4B7O12Cl, Li4Al3B4O12Cl, 
Li4B7S12Cl, Li4Al3B4S12Cl, Li6B7O13Cl, Li6Al3B4O13Cl, Li6B7S13Cl, and Li6Al3B4S13Cl.  
In our collection of materials, we have chosen to look at Li6B7S13Cl instead of the 
experimentally observed Li6B7S13I so that we have a consistent halogen choice.  
The five newly predicted materials are based on the material differences (sulfur-
oxygen substitution; different Li stoichiometries).  In this work, we present 
structural investigations and phonon analysis of all eight (thio) boracite materials.

Calculational Methods
Structural relaxation calculations were performed using QUANTUM ESPRESSO [6] 
and ABINIT [7] software packages, based on density functional theory (DFT) [8].  
These DFT calculations were done using the PBESol [9] exchange correlation 
functional.  The Projector Augmented Wave (PAW) [10] formalism was used, and 
the basis and projector functions were generated by the ATOMPAW [11] code. The 
total electronic energy determined from DFT structural relaxation approximates the 
static lattice internal energy of the system denoted by 𝑈𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 .

Phonon calculations were performed using the Finite Differences [12] method as 
implemented in the PHONOPY [13] software package.  Optimal band paths were 
calculated using the SEEKPATH [14] software.  With the static lattice and vibrational 
energies found, we can then approximate the Helmholtz free energy as follows:

𝐹𝐹 𝑇𝑇,𝑉𝑉, 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 ≈ 𝑈𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 + 𝐹𝐹𝑣𝑣𝑖𝑖𝑣𝑣(𝑇𝑇,𝑉𝑉, 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖 )

Phonon Analysis
Phonon calculations were performed on all eight materials’ lowest energy 
structures – calculating the phonon bands, partial density of phonon states, and 
the vibrational contributions to the Helmholtz free energy (Table 2).  We find some 
very interesting details when analyzing the partial density of phonon states.  The Cl 
modes have a very narrow range of frequencies near 100 cm-1.  The Li atoms 
occupy the void regions of the crystals and are coupled to framework modes.  
They vibrate within a broad range of frequencies from roughly 100 to 400 cm-1.  
The mid and high frequency range contains the localized vibrations of the 
framework structural units only, involving either BO3/BS3 or BO4/BS4.  The highest 
frequency bands are the vibrations involving only the triangular BO3/BS3 units.  
The Al modes found at the mid range frequencies are associated with AlO4/AlS4 
structural units.  Al is not found at the higher frequencies as there are no AlO3/AlS3 
structural units. 

In addition to the ordered R3c structure, an ordered cubic F-43c can be 
determined by selecting specific Wyckoff positions for the lithium, but in most 
cases, this is energetically prohibitive.  Only Li4B7S12Cl has this as its lowest 
energy phase.
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Conclusions
In this work, we have investigated an extended family of eight (thio) boracite 
materials based on three experimentally studied materials: Li4B7O12Cl, 
Li4Al3B4O12Cl, and Li6B7S13I.  We have expanded upon previous structural 
knowledge, extending the previously determined lowest energy R3c structural 
ordering of Li4B7O12Cl to the other materials.  We have found that this is also the 
lowest energy structure for Li4Al3B4O12Cl, Li4Al3B4S12Cl, and Li6B7O13Cl.  We have 
also determined lower energy structures for the remaining materials: F-43c for 
Li4B7S12Cl, and Cc for Li6B7S13Cl, Li6Al3B4O13Cl, and Li6Al3B4S13Cl.

Phonon calculations were performed, allowing us to investigate the vibrational 
modes of the framework as well as the Li and Cl ions located in the void regions of 
the materials.  These calculations also allowed us to determine the vibrational 
contributions to the Helmholtz free energy at 0K, 300K, and 400K for the lowest 
energy structures of each material, as well as selected higher energy 
configurations (Table 2).  The Helmholtz free energies allow us to assess whether 
the inclusion of thermal vibrational energies affect the energetic ordering of the 
materials’ structures.  When we add the vibrational energies to the static lattice 
energies to calculate the Helmholtz free energy, the pattern seen in Table 1 does 
not change.

Not presented here, but included in our preprint [15] , we utilize methods based on 
static lattice energies for assessing the stability of these materials, including 
Convex Hull and Voltage Window analyses.  Future work is planned to assess 
ionic conductivity and analyze ion migration mechanisms in these materials.

Interestingly, the Li6B7S13I was reported to have a lower energy tetrahedral phase.  
Investigating this structure for Li6B7S13Cl led to the discovery of an even lower 
energy Cc structure for this material.  This was done by optimizing structures found 
during first principles molecular dynamics simulations.  Similar Cc structures were 
also found for all eight materials in the study.  For all Li6 materials except 
Li6B7O13Cl, this is the lowest energy structure of the three space groups 
investigated.

Structural Investigations
Previous experimental and computational works involving Li4B7O12Cl gave the 
starting point of our investigations.  The disordered F-43c structure of the Li4 
boracite was found to relax into a low energy ordered R3c structure, where the 
partially occupied Li sites map into a fully occupied Li configuration.  The 
remaining “empty” sites from the cubic setting carry over as rhombohedral 
interstitial sites for the Li to naturally diffuse through.  Similar ordered R3c 
structures were found for the remaining seven materials investigated. All the Li4 
materials except Li4B7S12Cl have the space group R3c as their lowest energy 
structures, as does Li6B7O13Cl.  In Table 1, we summarize structural information 
based on 𝑈𝑈𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆 𝑁𝑁𝑖𝑖  calculations.
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Table 1 (left): Conventional cell structural information for the eight (thio) boracite materials in different space group configurations, where  “SG” details the space 
group, ”Lattice” details the lattice parameters in Angstroms, “Angle” details the lattice angles in degrees, “Tri/Tet” details the framework ratio of BO3/BS3 triangular 
planar to BO4/BS4 tetrahedral structural units, “Vol” details the cell volume per formula unit in cubic Angstroms, and “∆USL” details the static lattice energies 
referenced to the Li4 R3c static lattice energy (defined to be zero energy).  The values in parenthesis indicate the experimental values, where a refers to reference 1, 
b to reference 3, and c to reference 5.

a.       b.       c.        d.
Relaxed lowest energy R3c structures for a.) Li4B7O12Cl,   b.) Li6B7O13Cl,   c.) Li4Al3B4O12Cl, and   d.) Li4Al3B4S12Cl materials

  a.       b. 
Relaxed a.) higher energy R3c Li4B7S12Cl and   b.) lowest energy F-43c Li4B7S12Cl structures.

a.       b.        c.
Relaxed lowest energy Cc structures for   a.) Li6B7S13Cl,    b.) Li6Al3B4O13Cl, and   c.) Li6Al3B4S13Cl

a.        b.        c.        d.
Phonons band plots and partial density of states plots for   a.) Li4B7O12Cl R3c,   b.) Li4B7S12Cl F-43c,   c.) Li4Al3B4O12Cl R3c, and   d.) Li4Al3B4S12Cl R3c

a.        b.        c.        d.
Phonons band plots and partial density of states plots for   a.) Li6B7O13Cl R3c,   b.) Li6B7S13Cl Cc,   c.) Li6Al3B4O13Cl Cc,  and   d.) Li6Al3B4S13Cl Cc

Band and PDOS Plots for Lowest Energy Structures (below):
The plots below each contain two subplots.  The subplot on the left contains the band structure plot for the material along the optimal band path provided by 
SEEKPATH[14] (along the x-axis), with frequencies measured in cm-1 (along the y-axis).  The subplot on the right depicts phonon density of states for each of 
the chemical species (along the x-axis) vs the phonon frequency in cm-1 (along the y-axis).  See the Color Key provided for the species color representations.

Table 2 (below): Calculated Helmholtz free energies for selected 
configurations of the eight (thio) boracite materials.  “SG” represents the 
space group, and “∆F” columns represents the Helmholtz free energy 
referenced to the Li4 R3c configuration.  The Helmholtz free energy has been 
calculated at three temperatures: 0K, 300K, and 400K.

Atomic Species Color Key
(Structure and PDOS Plots)

◉/◉ Li
◉ Al
◉ B
◉ O
◉/ ◉ S
◉ Cl
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